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25 best images about Okapis. The best animal on earth on Pinterest Oct 31, 2010 The okapi is a beautiful, strange
looking giraffid artiodactyl mammal. An ancient carved image of the animal discovered in Egypt strongly 11
Mysterious Facts About Okapis Mental Floss The okapi (Okapia johnstoni) is an unusual animal living in high
altitudes in the rain forests of Congo, in central Africa. With white-and-black stripes on its legs, Okapi, Top 10 Rare
Animals - Is it a giraffe? Is it a zebra? - Pinterest Oct 30, 2013 OKAPI habitat 1)The Okapi lives in central Affrica.
2) okapis have oily, velvety fur coats that repel the water. 3)The okapis range is limited by 27 best images about okapi
on Pinterest Buxton, Africa and The Okapi (Okapia johnstoni) is a mammal located in the Ituri Rainforest in the
north east of the Democratic Republic of the Congo in central Africa. Although it The Okapi is an unusual animal
with similarities to both giraffes and One of the animals believed by some to be the mythical origin of the unicorn is
the okapi. These bizarre deer-like mammals, which live in the rain forests of Africa Okapi Strange Animals Heres
what every animal enthusiast should know about okapis. . Animals with an odd number of chromosomes usually exhibit
physical abnormalities. Yet in a The Okapi: Mysterious Animal of Congo-Zaire - Google Books Result Okapi ~
Okapia johnstoni, is a giraffid artiodactyl mammal native to the Ituri . Gerenuk is a weird African antelope species that
has an elongated neck and Okapi - UNUSUAL ANIMALS These animals are found only in Congo in Central Africa
and are very ISO Stunning Photography, Incredible Stories The 27 Most Bizarre Animals On Earth. Okapi love
nuzzle Okapi- platapi unusual animals Pinterest Okapi - Mother Natures Misfits: Photos of Strange and Unusual
Animals Okapi: Although it is striped like a zebra, the okapi is most closely related to a giraffe. 25+ best ideas about
Okapi on Pinterest Bears, Unusual animals Okapi (Unusual Animals) [Sara Antill] on . *FREE* shipping on
apartment-hcm.com
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qualifying offers. 12-year-old on a mission to save Africas most unusual animal, the Young okapi standing in
vegetation. For decades stories circulated about unusual animals in the dark jungle at the center of Africa. Such lore was
probably Okapi Animal - Key Facts, Information & Habitat - Animal Corner Jul 15, 2016 Okapi are strange
animals that look like a combination of a giraffe and a zebra. They live in the Democratic Republic of Congo, where its
very 59 best images about Okapi Love on Pinterest Okapi, Animals and The okapi, is a giraffid artiodactyl
mammal native to the northeast of the Democratic Republic of the Congo in Central Africa. Although the okapi bears
striped 5 weird and wonderful facts about the okapi - Africa Geographic Find and save ideas about Okapi on
Pinterest. See more about Bears, Unusual animals and Pretty animals. Okapi - Mother Natures Misfits: Photos of
Strange and Unusual Find and save ideas about Okapi on Pinterest. See more about Bears, Unusual animals and
Pretty animals. OKAPI AN UNUSUAL ANIMAL by james tumbleston on Prezi Okapi San Diego Zoo
Apparently, the Okapis history reaches back to ancient Egypt, where carvings have . Unusual Animal Friendships Monkey and White Tiger --- Anjana, the Okapi Rainforests, Weird animal facts and Hampshire - Pinterest Oct 8,
2015 The okapi birth at Tampas Lowry Park Zoo is only the third okapi calf born These unusual animals also have
large upright ears with a keen The 25+ best ideas about Okapi on Pinterest Bears, Unusual Although the okapi
bears striped markings reminiscent of zebras, it is most closely related to the giraffe. The animal was brought to
prominent European attention The okapi (Okapia johnstoni) is an unusual animal living - Pinterest The okapi
(Okapia johnstoni) is an unusual animal living in high altitudes in the rain forests of Congo, in central Africa. With
white-and-black stripes on its legs, The Okapi is closely related to the giraffe. These animals are found Okapi. Just
behind the river hippos beach, youll find a most unusual animal: the okapi. With its white-and-black striped hindquarters
and front legs, it looks like it must be related to zebras. But take a look at an okapis head, and youll notice a resemblance
to giraffes. A Star is Born - With Stripes: Rare Okapi Born at Tampas Lowry Feb 16, 2010 Seeing the okapi at the
museum led Spencer not only to learn all about the okapi, but also to find out what was threatening the animals survival
41 best images about Okapi- platapi unusual animals on Pinterest Jun 11, 2015 Enigmatic cousins, giraffe and
okapi are the only living species in the Giraffidae family and share a number of common features, such as These 7
animals have crazy adaptations to help them to survive in Family: Giraffidae (only two species - giraffes and
okapis) . Okapis have unusual chromosome numbers rather the normal 46 chromosomes, numbers may be The okapi
(Okapia johnstoni) is an unusual animal living - Pinterest
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